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Up-to-date geological and geomorphological data and radiocarbon dates permit to reconstruct
the glacial system in (he Northern Hemisphere at the LGM and to follow its decay until the
Holoccnc. An asynchroneity in glaciers onset and, especially, in its decay reflects the glaciation
response to changes in climatic conditions (degree of warming and anticyclonic activity). An
asymmetry in glacial system dimensions (a notable decrease in glaciated area eastward) may be
convincingly explained by the atmospheric circulation pattern.
During the deglaciation, most conspicuous variations in ice margin dynamics of the large
continental ice sheets (Laurentide and Scandinavian) were primarily controlled by the climate
continentality and men by temperatures. Thus the Laurentide ice sheets response to temperature
fluctuations during the deglaciation was much faster and more variable; the ice sheet longer
stayed active.
At the beginning of the last glacial system decay, cold and dry climatic conditions resulted in the
ice margin retreat, especially well pronounced in the Scandinavian ice sheet A rise of
temperature between 13.5 and 10 ka BP produced different response of glaciers in humid
oceanic regions on one hand, and in dry continental ones, on the other. Humid regions were
characterized by deep oscillations, while in arid ones the glacial rhythms appeared attenuated,
and the deglaciation proceeded mainly in regressive way. A general wanning at the end of the
late glacial resulted in irreversible, primarily step-like ice decay, fluctuations of glacial budget
were superimposed on general climatic changes resulting in autonomous dynamic of individual
glaciers which was most pronounced in insular ice domes.
An estimation of glaciation response to probable climatic changes in future is based on a
scenario derived from paleo-analogues corresponding to two levels of global warming of near-
surface atmosphere (by 1 and 2°C). A prediction has been made on the changes in principal
parameters of glaciation on the islands of Eurasian Arctic. The calculations predict mat in case
of global warming by 1°C Iceland would be completely deglaciated, and the glaciated area of
other Arctic islands would be considerably reduced. An especially pronounced decay of glaciers
is to be expected at the Novaya Zemrya islands. The ice sheet wul most Hkery disappear
completely in case of global warming by 2°C. An increase in precipitation would not
compensate for melting.
A response of mountain glaciers to climatic changes wul be basically different from that of
glaciers of Arctic islands. In a number of mountain regions under consideration, the glaciation
will develop in case of global warming. While expected deviations in temperatures are all but
negligible, the precipitation is Kkcry to increase considerably which is a favorable factor for the
glaciation development It controls the ELA (coefficient of correlation is -0.96). - the parameter
we have chosen as the principal indicator of glaciation state under condition of the predicted
warming of climate.
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